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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Recent world events have proven that future KC-135 missions will require significant increases in
aircraf flexibility to respond to the Air Force visio of "Global Reach, Global Power." Such flexibility
typically translates into advanced avionics systems and system capabilities; however, a large percentage of
the avionics systems currently installed on the KC-135 awe late 1950s and early 1960s technology which
has degraded the iciency, reliability, maintainability and safety of the KC-135 mission. Strategic Air
Command (SAC), now Air Mobility Command (AMC) issued a Statement of Need (SON, 1987)
addressing thes very problems

The KC-135 Cockpit Modernization Program describes a systematic, time phased avionics integration
plan which utilizes modification blocks (Mod Blocks) that will ensure all avionics upgrades are installed
in a manner optimizing future upgrades. This integration plan emphasizes the use of modern
technologies while maintaining commonality with other Air Force weapon systems.

The introduction of this technology will upgrade the KC-135 avionics that have significantly
higher levels of reliability and maintainability, thereby reducing life cycle costs and increasing mission
efficiency. The use of a fully integrated avionics system can also support increases in mission
management efficiency and automation, simplified crew interfaces, enhanced navigation methods and
reductions in overall crew workload. Accordingly, the reduction of the current crew (pilot, copilot,
navigator, boom operator) to that of a crew with no navigator may be possible, resulting in additional
savings in manpower costs.

During initial test and evaluation, the Crew Station Evaluation Facility demonstrated the
feasibility of a two person conceptual cockpit. This design was demonstrated using full mission
simulation with operational aircrews; each aircrew flew three different missions with varying levels of
difficulty and workload. Performance data, subjective questionnaires and oral responses were collected.

Due to the lessons learned during the Persian Gulf War, HQ AMC had renewed concerns that the
demands of combat missions (i.e., multiple timing and mission changes, area saturation and degraded
navigational aids in wartime areas of operation) may justify the continued need for the navigator on the
KC-135 flight deck. As a result, the CSEF was tasked to re-integrate the navigator station into a
modernized cockpit and 1) assess the acceptability of the modernized navigator station and 2) reevaluate
the feasibility of the two-man cockpit during operational missions. Drawing upon information gathered
during earlier phases of the CSEF Cockpit Modernization effort, a modernized navigator station was
developed to support the reallocation of navigator functions back to the navigator. This advanced
navigator suite was then demonstrated in full mission simulation using operational aircrews.

The crews flew three different missions. These missions were examples of missions flown at
Minot AFB, ND, Castle AFB, CA and a mission resembling those flown in the Persian Gulf during
Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm. The missions ranged from 2 hours to 3 1/2 hours in duration
depending on crew reaction and decisions. In addition, mission difficulty was manipulated through the
use of weather, maintenance problems and a variety of mission changes to evaluate performance across a
variety of workload situations. The crews began their missions by completing the necessary preflight and
interior inspection checklists and remained in the simulator until mission completion.

Results showed that workload, when compared to the reference aircraft, was not significantly
different for the two-man conceptual cockpit and that the three-man configuration produced less workload
during all mission tasks. The most significant of these results was that workload in the conceptual cockpit
was not believed (as measured by crewmember responses) to be significantly higher than those
encountered in the existing aircraft, despite the removal of the navigator from the crew.
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In addition, results of the Subjective Workload Assessment Technique (SWAT), the Subjective
WORkload Dominance (SWORD) technique, the mission questionnaires, systems questionnaires,
objective pfOrmance data and crew debriefings consistently support the foIlowing results:

1. The mission difficulty yieded expected results. The Minot mission was the easiest, followed
by the Cautle mission, and the Desert mussion was soen as the most difficult

2. Most crewmembers felt that a minimally qualified two-man crew could have successiny
completed the three sample missions flown, gve the CSEF system capabilities.

3. Increased worklods for the two-man cw were encountered during the inflight replanning.
random refueling, navigation and radar tasks While some of thes workloads were outside
the desired rane, system fluillarity, simple modifications to the CDU and Electronic
Horizontal Situation Indicator (EHSI) and training should reduce workload to desired levels.

The findings of this study support the two-person (No Nav) cockpit, given the necessary
modifications; workload levels for the two-man crewm wre not significantly higher in the CSEF conceptual
cockpit when compared to the version of the KC-135 currently flown, even after the removal of the
navigtor. The conclusions listed above are based upon using the final design, identical in system
capabilities, as developed at the Crew Station Evaluation Facility. The key to the success of this program
lies in the utilization of modifications discussed in this report and the proper implementation of those
modifications in future KC-135 cockpits.
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too excessive to eliminate the navigator, a fimr
INTRODUCTION person crew was necessary.

Future KC-135 missions will require Previous efforts have shown that crew
ugniicant increses in aircraft flexibility to reduction can be accomplishe effectively.
resiond to the Air Force vision of "Glob- l Schir, Giselhart, and Griffin (1971) used
PRach, Glo Power-" Such flexibility typically flight tests to demonstrate that the C-141

tm ates into advanced avionics systems and aicrew could be reduced from a crew of five to a
system capabiities; however, a large percentage crew of for (by removing the navigator)
of the avionics system currently installed on the without any significant mission degradation. In
KC-135 ar late 1950s and early 1960s 1981, Barbato, Sexton, Moss, and Brandt
technology which has degraded the efficiency, studied the avioncs requirements needed to
reliabift, maintainability and safety of the KC- succesafully accomplish the KC-135 missi.
135 mission. Strategic Air Command (SAC), Their study incorp state-ofthe-art systems
now Air Mobility Command (AMC) issued a and yielded the information requirements
Statement of Need (SON, 1987) addressing this lladero, Barbato, and Moss (1981) used in full
shortfall and the need to modernize the KC-135 mission simulation to conclude that the KC-135
cockpit avionics. mission could be successuly accomplished by a

three person crew. Although these studies

The long-range goal of the Cockpit indicate mixed results, more recent efforts

oD n rrindicate that the key to the success of a three-systemati time phased avionics Integration person ce is contingent upon the use ofptan by mepn s ed avionics (Mr d leading edge technology in the automation ofpabymean of modification blocks WMd tsc n h oenzaino oki ipas
Blocks) that will ensure all avionics upgrades tasks and the moderizaionofcockpt displays.

are installed in a manner that will optimize
future upgrades. This integration plan
emphasizes the use of modem technologies PREVIOUS CSEF TASKING
while maintaining similarity with other Air
Force weapon systems. The Crew Station Evaluation Facility

(CSEF) managed and operated by the
The introduction of modem technology will Aeronautical Systems Center's Crew Systems

upgrade the KC-135 with avionics that have Branch (ASC/ENSC) conducts real tme
significantly higher levels of reliability and engineering simulation evaluation in support of
main nability, thereby reducing life cycle costs weapons systems developmenL The System
and increasing mission efficiency. A fully Program Offices (SPOs) use the CSEF as an

grated avionics system can also support engineering tool to quantitatively and
increases in mission management efficiency and qualitatively analyze flight crew workload and
automation, simplified crew interfaces, performance as a function of crew size, cockpit
enhanced navigation methods and reductions in configuration and operational mission demands.
overall crew workload. Accordingly, the
reduction of the current crew (pilot, copilot, As part of the KC-135 Cockpit
navigator, boom operator) to that of a crew with Modernization Program, a Memorandum of
no navigator may be possible, resulting in Agreement (MOA) between the Directorate of
additional savings in manpower costs. Bomber and Tanker Programs (ASDISDB) and

the CSEF was signed in October 1990. The
The possibility of KC-135 crew reduction CSEF was tasked to explore the feasibility of

has been addressed several times in the past. crew reduction by developing an advanced
Geiselhart. Schifler, and Ivey (1976) reviewed cockpit design, to include avionics upgrades,
task analysis documents and performed flight and then demonstrate the effectiveness of that
tests in an effort to determine the necessity of design in a full mission simulation environment.
the four-person crew. With dual Inertial The results of this tasking were documented in
Navigation Systems (INS's) installed aboard a a three volume report labeled Volume 1,
test aircraft, they concluded that workload was Function Analysis Phase, Volume 2, Cockpit



Design Phase and Volume 3, the Test and leading edge technology was integrated into the
Evaluation Phase. The phases were separate CSEF cockpit.
effo onducted to identi items of interest
such as workload bottlenecks and safety critical Several design reviews were held at which
tk stime user reresentatives reviewed design

concepts and prototypes. The final design
Function Analysis Pha incorporated a CDU modified by the CSEF and

tailored to meet the specific needs of the KC-135
The primaiy focus of the Function Analysis mission. In addition, a remote readout unit,

phase was to complete a function analysis of the radar control panel, electronic flight
KC-135 mission in order to recommend and ingstruments, and a digital warnin& caution and
provide a basis for fimcdion reallocation that advisory panel were included. (Barnaba, et al.,
could be effecuve supported by a two-man 1992)
flight crew configuration. The function analysis
and reallocation was accomplished in three Test and Evaluation Phase - Study 1
steps.

The JIrt stop consisted of mission During Test and Evaluation Phase, the
d th resulting in detailed listing of all CSEF began feasibility demonstrations of the

tasks performed by the KC-135 flight c thperson conceptual cockpit developed during
With the task listing completed, a detailed the design phase. This design was demonstratedfuWtional analysis was conducted during the using fidl mission simulation with operational
fecondstep.Thnctional analysis wscnu ed ndug airrews. Each aircrew flew four different

upon thet. tin fu ntin analystsx n missions with varying levels of difficulty and
requirmens control requireme nsworkoad Performance data, subjectiveperformance criteria for each task. With a dinnaires and oral responses were
thorough a ding of the fWthoa collected. The ultimate objective of this phase
thorough understdiong of the niators was to validate the functional requirementsrequirements, reallocation of the naviator's established during Phase I to determine whethertasks was accomplished in the final step. the cockpit was design such that workload was

Through the use of the Modified-Cooper kept at manageable level to ensure successful

Hap questionnaim, potential high workload mission accomplishmenL (Rueb, et al., 1992)

segments were identified and highlighted as
candidates for automation. Additional
information was gathered via literature searches, CURRENT CSEF TASKING
questionmairsm, interviews and observation. As
a result of this phase, function redistribution and Due to the lessons learned during the
cockpit automation concepts were established Persian Gulf War, HQ AMC had renewed
and were used as a requirements baseline for the concerns that the demands of combat missions
cockpit design team to develop a two- (i.e., multiple timing and mission changes, area
crewmember flight deck. (Ward, et al., 1991) saturation and degraded navigational aids in

wartime areas of operation) may justify the
Cockpit Design Phase continued need for the navigator on the KC-135

flight deck. As a result, the CSEF was tasked to
The focus of the Cockpit Design Phase was re-integrate the navigator station into a

to design a two-person conceptual cockpit, modernized cockpit and 1) assess the
eliminating the navigator station. The design acceptability of the modernized navigator station
effort used the requirements baseline established and 2) reevaluate the feasibility of the two-man
during the function analysis phase with cockpit concept. Drawing upon information
additional input from subject matter experts gathered during the first three phases of the
throughout the design process. With user CSEF Cockpit Modernization effort, a
requirements a major concern, vendors of modernized navigator station was developed to
Control Display Units (CDUs) and advanced support the reallocation of navigator functions
avionics computers were consulted to ensure back to the navigator. This advanced navigator
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suite was then demonstrated in full mission and qualified in their respective crew positions.
simulation using operational aircrews. One crew was qualified in all versions of the

KC-13. (AE,R,Q), one crew was qualified in
In order to introduce the navigator to the both the A and R versions, three crews were

modernized cockpit, CSEF personnel compiled a qualified in the KC-135E and five crews were
comprehensive task listing to include all qualified in the KC-135R- Overall KC-135
functional and control requirements of the hours ranged from 150 to 4300 and averaged
navigator. In addition, interviews with and 1659.7 Total flying time ranged from 400 to
questionnaires from navigators were used to 9950 and averaged 2762.6. The average time
develop a listing of equipment needed at the since the last KC-135 flight was 10.1 days.
navigator station. Control and display design
modifications were based upon inputs from KC- Simulation Test Bed
135 crewmembers who were shown several
design configurations and asked to provide
modification recommendations. With the Crew Station Evaluation Facility
exception of tasks that were automated, tasks The study was performed at the CSEF, an Air
that were allocated to the pilot and copi!ot were Force simulation facility managed and operated
then reallocated back to the navigator, by the Aeronautical Systems Center in the Crew

Systems Branch at Wright-Patterson AFB. The
In the end, a navigator station was developed facility supports System Program Offices in their
which support all navigator activities. At the acquisition engineering through pilot vehicle
same time, no function capability was removed interface evaluations using man-in-the-loop
from the pilot/copilot station as defined by the simulation. Currently, the CSEF has the
Phase 2 design concept. This approach allowed capability to perform full and part mission
for the use of the simulator in both two-man and simulations for a variety of aircraft including the
three-man configurations. KC-135, F-16, F-22 and T-38.

With the design complete, crews were brought KC-135 Simulator
in for data collection. During this effort, each
aircrew flew seven different simulation missions The KC-135 simulator flown during thewith varying levels of workload. Crew simulated mission is shown in Figures 1, 2 and

withvaringlevls o woklod. rew3. The simulator is equipped with two wide
performance data as well as subjective measures 3.gTe simatis eipdo with twowideand verbal feedback were collected. angle collimating windows that provided a

panoramic outside scene capable of supporting

This volume describes the method and the Night Visual System (NVS). A Digital

results of the test and evaluation phase of this Equipment Corporation (DEC) PDP 11/35
effort. Additional design recommendations, computer used a number of databases to

lessons learned and other considerations were simulate various night visual scenes for the

presented to help guide SPO engineers and NVS. This provided the subjects with a realistic
prese n agt ers gindefining te requirements avisual scene used during the takeoff and landing
program managers in defining the requirements phases of flight. The KC-135 simulator cockpit
for KC-135 upgrades, especially those involving was designed using the instrumentation
crew reduction. described in Barnaba et al. (1992).

Modifications based upon performance data and
subjective inputs received during Study 1 (Rueb

METHOD et al., 1992) were implemented to improve
performance and reduce workload. The

Subjects software package contained all flight, engine,
atmosphere, weight and balance modules, a

A total of 10 KC-135 crews (Pilots, Copilots, dictionary of all KC-135 data variables and
and navigators) were used in this study. They several other data pools for the KC-135A model
were operational crews from various air bases aircraft. In addition, a Defense Mapping
(Active Duty and Guard Units) throughout the Agency terrain database was fed into a Gould
United States. All crew members were current Sel 87 computer. The computer then compared

5



Figure 1. CSEF KC-135 Simulator (Exterior)

I -

Figure 2. KC-135 Simulator (Interior)
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simulator position with the DMA database to This included a 2 hour briefing on the systems
compute the aircraft elevatiou displayed by the and their use, individual displa)s and standard
radar altimeter and to show the radar picture system symbology.
displayed on the aircraft EHSI.

Each crew then received one-on-one
Computer Complex training on the systems use in the simulator
The simulator was connected to a series of itself; CSEF personnel were on hand to answer
computer systems, each with a vital role in the all questions and provide input when necessary.
control of the overall realism of the KC-135 This session included detailed explanations of
cockpit. The computer complex included a the checklists, real-time application of the
Gould Series 32/7780, a Gould concept 32/8780, systems and additional uses of the displays.
two PDP 11/34, three PDP 11/35 and several
Silicon graphics Iris work stations. The Silicon Following this training, crews were given a
Graphics Work Stations hosted both theEADI/EHSI instrument displays and the variety of tasks to ensure minimum system
experimentes console displays. knowledge necessary for study success. On day

two, each crew flew a training mission to re-

emphasize the system during real time, full
Experimenter's Console mission simulation. The goal of this training

session was to ensure system familiarity and also
The experimenter's onsole shown in Figure 4~, to ensure exposure to the capabilities of the new
also referred to as the Console Operator Station system. Emphasis was placed on the use of the
(COS), included a complete intercom system for various subsystems, radar control panel and
up to four test engineers/observers and the CDU page integration.
simulator crew. The console duplicated cockpit
displays and provided "quick-look" feedback on
crew performance. From the console, the test
engineer controlled simulator operation and departure and join up from Castle AFB, CA as

selected test parameters (test subject number, number two in the formation. At takeoff (TO) +
test conditions, mission number, etc.). 20 minutes, a cell lead change wasaccomplished and the crew became cell lead.

Procedure The flight performed an enroute rendezvous
with a flight of F-16s at the Air Refueling Initial
Point (ARIP) for AR Route 6B. The flight of F-Aircrews (P, CP and Nay) were on site at 6reuseanditol5,0pudsfgs

the CSEF for a period of 2 weeks during which 16s requested an additional 5,000 pounds of gas

time they participated in system training and (5K) over the scheduled amount. The northern

data collection flights. Approximately 2 weeks end of the AR track contained thunderstorms

before the arrival of the crews, training requiring crew deviation for mission success.

materials were forwarded to the aircrews for
study. These materials included detailed Following air refueling, the crew was then
descriptions of the systems including systems diverted by Command Post to McChord AFB,
operating procedures and illustrations. On the WA to await further instructions. Immediately
first day, crews received a standardized brief following this diversion, the subsequent cell
covering the purpose of the study, training break-up and alter heading to McChord, the
program, safety procedures, systems descriptions crew experienced a generator failure and the
and the schedule for their remaining 2 weeks of loss of both the GPS and INS navigation

the study. equipment. The crew was required to recycle
the failed equipment, navigate to McChord and

Crews were also briefed on the Subjective land.
Workload Assessment Technique (SWAT) and
Subjective Workload Dominance Technique Upon completion of training, crews
(SWORD). In addition, each crew underwent were given mission materials for the following
training to ensure familiarity with the design days sortie. These materials included mission
and operating characteristics of the system. takeoff data, flight plan, communications and

7



Figure 3. Navigator's Station

Figure 4. Expefrimenter'Console
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navigation frequencies and a chart covering mission difficulty was manipulated through the
their intended mute of flight. They were use of weather, maintenance problems and a
required to conduct mission planning and variety of mission changes to evaluate
prepare any additional paperwork specific to performance across a variety of workload
their crew. situations. The crews began their missions by

completing the necessary preflight and interior
Missions were not revealed until the day inspection checklists and remained in the

prior to the actual flight. The crew was simulator until mission completion.
expected to have completed all mission
paperwork prior to arrival for the flight. The For each of the missions, experimenters
following 8 days were used to fly each of the used standardized mission scripts to ensure the
three missions- as both three-man and two-man proper sequencing of events as well as the
crews. correct use of terminology by air traffic control,

other crew members (crew chiefs and boom
Mision Simulation operator), weather service personnel, operations
Each crew arrived at the CSEF according to personnel and other aircrews. These scripts and
normal mission timing and was briefed on the scenarios were developed by operational aircrew
Notices to Airman (NOTAMS) and any changes members to ensure their accuracy and realism.
to the schedule. The aircrews arrived with all
flight equipment ordinarily brought on regular The crews were required to make all radio
sorties with the exception of flight lunches and calls and perform all activities as they would for
helmets. The crew was given a weather briefing actual flight. This included all start engines,
(weather sheets were locally developed to further taxi, takeoff and cell formation calls. In
enhance mission realism), a cell briefing and a addition, any mission changes and subsequent
time hack. As soon as they were ready, the routing changes had to be cleared by ARTCC.
crews proceeded to the simulator to perform the Experimenters were trained to listen intently to
necessary preflight inspections, all radio calls and respond as necessary.

Figure 5 shows an example of the mission
control page that the experimenter used to select Some of the missions required the failure of
the mission flown, the particular version of that valous systems on board the aircraft. These
mission, the crew involved and the data malfunctions were chosen through the use of a
collection status of the computers. A COS malfunction window shown in Figure 5. This
display also continuously displayed the real-time allowed the experimenter to fail systems

characteristics of the simulator as it flew each necessay to induce workload at a predetermined

mission. The experimenters started the time, standardizing all mission profiles.

simulation via the COS setup page when the
c. - arrived at the cockpit. Experimenters Upon completion of the mission, the crew
contpnuously monitored the status of the aircraft gathered their equipment and was then led to a
via the COS display. The experimenter changed debriefing room. The crew then filled out their
the NVS airport database through the use of the ratings onto the mission specific SWORD data
airport selection window. This allowed the collection worksheets, and then completed the
console operator to change the visual scene mission specific questionnaire. Upon
without the knowledge of the pilots and without questionnaire completion, the crew was
mission interference, debriefed on the mission, answered any

questions and the following days mission
The crews flew three different missions. information was distributed. Upon completion

These missions were examples of missions of the final mission, the crews were given
flown at Minot AFB, ND, Castle AFB, CA and mission questionnaires and a final SWAT card
a mission resembling those flown in the Persian sort was performed.
Gulf during Operations Desert Shield and
Desert Storm. The missions ranged from 2 Minot Mission This mission (Figure 6) was
hours to 3 1/2 hours in duration depending on classified as the "easy" mission. The flight was
crew reaction and decisions. In addition, a single ship departure from Minot AFB. The
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crew was either delayed nine minutes or given words from locally developed Special
an air refueling change to make them nine Instructions (SPINS) as well as navigate using a
minutes late. The receiver was a single B-52 short range TACAN during a SID and then
scheduled for an enroute rendezvous at the transition to their INSs. All associated mission
ARIP for 106 HW. The offload was increased to materials necessary for mission completion
20K more than originally scheduled. Following (charts, air refueling anchor areas, instrument
the completion of air refueling, the crew approach plates) were distributed and all
experienced an hydraulic failure enroute to the questions answered.
Initial Approach Fix OAF), handled the
malfunction and landed. The crew took off as number two in a two-

ship departure. After flying the SID, the lead
Castle Mission This mission (Figure 7) was the aircraft checked the cell in with AWACS
medium difficulty mission. The crew was requesting area clearance. The lead aircraft
number two in a two-ship cell. The mission then either experienced an engine failure or was
started with an on time takeoff from Castle AFB given a mission change, making the crew a
along the Forrt-I or Rowdy-I Standard single ship.
Instrument Departure (SID). Immediately
following takeoff, the crew experienced an After the first air refueling, the crew was
autopilot failure and was forced to hand fly die diverted to a new anchor area via routing that
entire mission. Cell break-up was scheduled for would prevent them from meeting mission

the Sacramento TACAN; however, cell lead timing requirements. After the crew requested
experienced a hydraulic problem after cell direct or quicker routing, the crew was informed

departure and join-up leaving the crew as a of an additional receiver enroute to their area

single ship. that needed refueling. As this aircraft
approached, the crew was given an additional

Twenty-five nautical miles from the refueling of a battle damaged aircraft. After the

Sacramento TACAN, the crew received a completion of air refueling. the crew

mission change from AR WE to te s Tail experienced a complete loss of all navigation

Military Operating Area (MOA-W260) due to systems (both the INSs and oPS systems failed);

weather. The scheduled receivers, a flight of refuein the crew was for to ry a

two F-16s, showed up on time and requested an refueling. The crew was forced to recycle all

additional 5K each. Immediately following navigation systems in order to return to

entry into the MOA, the crew lost both INSs and 'homeplate'. Enroute to their Some base, the

the GPS system. crew was informed that the Instrument Landing
System (ILS) was out of service and that the
TACAN was unreliable. This forced the crew to

Following air refueling, the crew requested set up for a Flight Management System (FMS)
landing weather and was given minimum approach. After inserting the new approach, the
weather required for a precision approach. The crew was cleared direct to the FMS IAF for
crew never broke out and was required to divert approach and landing.
to an alternate airport. Throughout this
mission, the crew was required to deal with and Based on the initial direction received
avoid thunderstorms along their route of flight. from the system program office and Air Mobility

Command (AMC), several assumptions were
Desert Storm Mission This mission (Figure 8) made at the beginning of this four phase effort:
was labeled as the "hard" mission. The crew
was given mission materials upon arrival at the 1. The missions were to be unclassified.
CSEF instead of the night prior to flight in order Classified command and control procedures
to simulate the mission planning that occurred were purposely ignored.
at Tanker OPS during Desert Storm missions.
Following a weather briefing, the crew was 2. All mode 1, 2 and 4 settings were assumed to
given an intelligence report, a communications be correct. Except for the Mode 3, no actual
and navigation procedures briefing; crews were mode codes were set by the crew members. The
expected to use radio silent procedures and code KIK-18 was simulated.
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3. Celestial navigaion was not required. control times (e.g., ARCT, RZ CT, etc.) by more
than +/- 3 mmn (RMf SACR 604, Vol IX)

4. Global Positioning System (GPS) and
associated satellites were available and used. 2. Control Point or Steerpoint Deviations:

Navigation deviation were monitored to ensure
5, A dund Inertial Navigation System (INS) was that crews did not mum designated control points
available and usd. (e.g., ARCP, RZ PT) by more than 10 NM (RO

SACR 60-4, Vol IX)
6. Current Federa Aviation Administration
(FAA)Air Force/Air Mobility Command 3. Airspeed Deviation: Since airspeed is the
regulations and directiv ware followed. primau method used in timing control, airspeed

deviation was evaluated during the air refueling
7. Crews were familir with the mission portion of the mission. It is during this phase of
plannin software used throughout this study. flight that tanker pilots must maintain a set

airspeed. 60-4 Vol. IV states that airspeed must
Experimental Design be within +/- 10 knots during the rendezvous

with the autopilot on and within +151 -10 knots
The primaty objective of this study was during contact. With the autopilot off an

to demonstrate the feasibility of the airspeed range of +15/-15 knots must be
exlpermental cockpit design as it pertained to maintained during the rendezvous and +20/-15
the upgraded navigator station as well as a while the receiver is in the contact position.
direct comparison of the 2-man versus 3-man
crew. In order to isolate the sources of workload 4. Altitude Deviation: SACR 60-4, Vol IV
in an effort to focus on specific areas of the requires that aircraft altitude be maintained
cockpit design which may require further within +/- 150 feet for autopilot on flight during
modification additional comparison across cruise and +/-200 feet during air refueling.
mission, mission segments, and segment tasks With the autopilot off, tolerances are loosened to
ware also conducted. These analysis will be +/-225 and +/- 300 respectively. Since
fiuther detailed in the Results and Discussion crewmembers can and often times did request
section of this report. All subjects completed other than originally planned altitudes,
data collection with one cockpit configuration increased importance was placed on the
before beginning data collection with the second experimenter and observer notes to derive
configuration. The order of the missions flown altitude deviations.
(Minot, Castle and Desert) and the time of day
that each was flown (morning or afternoon 5. Weather Deviation: AFR 60-16, SAC Sup 1
sesion) was count to remove both imposes a minimum distance criteria for severe
training and ordered effects. weather and thunderstorm avoidance. It states

that during the en route portion of their flights,
Data Collection crews should avoid thunderstorm activity by any

means available by at least 20 NM at or above
Objective Measmres Flight Level (FL) 230 and by 10 NM below FL

230.
Objective performance of each of the crews was
monitored from the Console Operator Station Subjective Measures
during each of the data collection mission.
Emonitored a selected set of The intent of the present evaluation was to
performance parameters to ensure that the serve two purposes. First, determine whether
missions were being accomplished within the missions could be performed in a 2-man
acceptable limits. The parameters of concern cockpit within acceptable workload limits. The
and criteria were as follows, second was to identify potentially high workload

areas and features of the conceptual baseline or
1. Control TimefTime over Steerpoint tasks within the mission which may require
Deviations: Timing performance was monitered additional attention. By using such an
to ensure that crew did not missed designated approach, CSEF personnel could validate system
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functional requirements by establishing a list of effort or concentration required to 3-Excessive
must have requirements without which workload mental effort and concentration required
could easily reach unacceptable levels.

(3) Psychological Stress - refers to the
To accomplish these two objectives, three presence of confusion, ftustration or anxiety

sepate techniques wen used: the Subjective associated with task and is also rated on a 3-
Workload Assessment Technique (SWAT), point scale from 1-Little confision, risk,
Subjective Workload Dominance (SWORD) rustration, and/or anxiety exists and can easily
metric md crew debrief questionnaires. The be accommodated, to 3-High to very intense
two workload metrics we used such that they stress due to confusion, frstration or anxiety.

n one another in isolating sources
of high workload. Became SWAT provides an During pilot training, a set of 27 cards,
absolute measurement of sbjective workload, it representing all possible combinations of levels
can be used to 1) determine whether workload of the three dimensions were sorted by each pilot
levels exceeded acceptable limits, and 2) identify from lowest to highest workload. The resulting
specific mission segments where workload orderings were then used during data analysis to
exceeds thee limits. SWORD, on the other develop a baseline workload scale for the group.
hand, provides a comparative measure of When reporting workload throughout the
workload, and while it does not establish mission, pilots provided three separate ratings,
absolute workload limits, is more sensitive to the one for each dimension. For example a very low
differences in workload and pinpoints specific workload task would be reported as "., 1, 1* for
sourci s of crew workload. time load, mental effort and psychological

strss respectively.
The dbe questionnaires which wen

completed at the end of each mission and at the Subjective WORkload Dominance (SWORD).
conclusion of the study were instrumental in SWORD (Vidulich, 1991) uses a series of
further isolating sources of workload. In rttive judgments comparing the workload of
addition, the questionnaires wet also used as a differnt task and mission segniwats in reference
mem of obtaining explanations from the crews to the aircraft flown. The rater was presented
as to why certain segments were higher in with a rating sheet (a complete listing of all
workload and what could be done to bring SWORD sheets is shown in Appendix A) that
workload levels to within acceptable limits. listed all the possible paired comparisons of the

mensured tasks. One task was presented on the
A detailed discussion of how each of these left-hand side of the page and another on the

metrics was implemented for the current study is right. Crewmembers were instructed to mark
provided below: the equal space if both tasks caused identical

workload. Likewise, if either task caused higher
Subjective Workload Assessment Technique workload, they wore instructed to mark the

(SWAT). SWAT (Reid, et al, 1989) provides a space closer to the dominant task. The greater

global measure of mental workload that is the difference between the two tasks, the closer

obtained subjectively. SWAT assumes that the mark was placed toward the more difficult

workload is composed of three dimensions: task.

(1) Time Sues - refers to the amount Questionnaire Data. Crewmembers were also
of time available to an operator to accomplish a given several questionnaires during the course
task, and is rated on a 3-point scale from 1- of this study. Mission specific questionnaires
Often have spare time to 3-Almost never have (Appendices C-E) were given to each subject
spare time. immediately following each mission. This

questionnaire was used to pinpoint high
(2) Mental Effort Load - refers to the workload areas during each mission; subjects

amount of attention or concentration that is could explain specific difficulties encountered
required to perform a task and is rated on a 3- during the mission just flown. Several questions
point scale from 1-Very little conscious mental were repeated across the mission questionnaires
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to help identify common problem areas acrem
missions and as a measure of workload None of the objectives measured revealed any
manipulation. In addition to the mission differences between the configurations or
specific questionnaires, subjects were required to missions flown. Although there were some
work on a system questionaire (Appendix F). deviations from preferred performance levels,
It contained 115 multiple choice questions each they could not be consistently identified with
asking specific questions about control panels, any one configuration or mission.
displays and switch location; each item also had
a comments section which allowed the Control Time Over Steerpoint Deviatloms.
crewuember to fully explain or expand on The control tine over steerpoint deviation was
hisber answers. This qusonnaire was evaluated against the scheduled rendezvous (RZ)
designed to ident specific functional tm and Air Refseling Control tim (ARCT)
requirements that crewmembers felt necessary for each mission. SACR 60-4, Vol I dictates
for mission accomplishment. that all timing control points be made within +/-

3 minutes. No control time difficulties were
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION noted by the observer or experimenter.

The results section is broken up into three Control Point/Steerpoist DeviationL Course
sections The first section reviews the deviations are not to exceed ten NM on either
psffotmma pIrameters monitored by the side of track in accordance with SACR 60-4 Vol
exerime s during each mission. This review IV Course deviation was evaluated throughout
was conducted in order to ensure that crew were the flight with increased emphasis placed on the
performing within Federal Aviation periods from the beginning of Air Refueling
Administration, Air Force and Air Mobility (AR) to the end of Air Refueling. Only two
Command regulations. The second section deviations from the ten nautical mile corridor
looks at the Subjective measuwes used in this were noted. Both of these deviations were
study, SWAT and SWORD, to determine the corrected without outside intervention.
feasibility of the conceptual design and high
workload areas which may require additional Airspeed Deviations. A review of the data
analysis. The final section discusses the systems showed that there were no airspeed deviations
questionnaire in detail, that exceeded air refueling limitations during

Throughout the three sections, the reader t study.

will be presented multiple figures for both the
pilot group (without the navigator) and the Altitude Deviations. Only two deviations

overall crewmember group. SWAT and exceeded tolerances; all deviations were

SWORD figures represent the pilot group rating momentary and immediately corrected.

unless labeled otherwise. The various groups
being measured are noted in the legend of each Weather Deviation Distances. Thunderstorm
figure. In all cases, the two-man crew (2-MAN) avoidance was measured during the entire flight.
represents the conceptual cockpit flown with a No crew had any difficulty in avoiding
pilot and copilot, the three-man crew (3-MAN) thunderstorms by the prescribed distance.
represents the conceptual cockpit flown with a
pilot, copilot and a navigator, and the reference Crew Workload
(REP) represents the current aircraft flown with
a pilot, copilot and a navigator. The sample size Minion Difficulty
for each group, unless stated otherwise is as
follows: pilots (n=20) and navigators (n-10). The three missions used during this study
For purposes of this study, pilots and copilots (Minot, Castle and Desert) were planned with
were grouped together for analysis. varying levels of difficulty based on the

following factors: (1) takeoff time, (2) cell
monitoring procedures, (3) inflight replanning,
(4) weather avoidance and (5) various

CREW PERFORMANCE systems/equipment malfunctions. The various
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miaon difficulties were: (1) Easy (Minot), (2) expenced higher workload during the Desert
medium (Castle) and (3) Hard (Desert). Mission than during the Castle Mission for the

two-man cockpit; however, this trend was
The results of the analysis for the reversed for the three-man cockpit. In all cases,

interaction between mission and cockpit workload for the thne-man crew was less than
cnfiguration is presentd in Figure 9; results that for the two-man crew, as evidenced by a
showed a statisticully significant effect, F(2,34)- significant main effect for Mission,
9.28, p<O.001. The effect indicates that pilots F(1,17)-3.07, p<0.0002.
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MISSION 8 SWAT RATINGS OVER 40 ARE REDUNE

Figure 9. KC-135 Overall SWAT Workload Ratings

The pneal trend of the data follows the for the two-man crew and proved that the
ex petdpattern of results. Mission difficulty mnanipulation of mission difficulty was
increed from the Minot mission to the Castle successful. The increase in mission difficulty
mission to the Desert mission. However, the from the Minot mission to the Castle mission
decrease in difficulty between the three-man and then the sudden decrease to the Desert
Castle mission and three-man Desert mission mission, while not predicted, was easily
was contrary to expected results. During their understandable. Additionally, these missions
debriefings, crews indicated that during the spanned the range of mission difficulty and were
Castle mission they were forced to. monitor a representative of current operational missions.
variety of cmmunictions and navigation
frequ ies and avoid thunderstorms. During Mion/Segment Workloadthe Desert mission, there were no navigation MsinSgetWrla

aids available (outside of 25 NM) and
commn"ications were held to a minimum; Presented in Figures 10, 11 and 12 are the
weather was not a factor during this mission. SWAT ratings for the Minot, Castle, and Desert
Therefore, workload fell mainly onto the Storms mission respectively and their associated
navigator and pilot workload decreased. mission segments.

In Snumary, the increase in mission A review of Figure 10 reveals that none of
difficulty from the Minot mission to the Castle the Minot mission events received a rating of
mission to the Desert mission was as expected over 40 in either the two-man or three-man
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Figure 10. Minot Mission SWAT Ratings for various mission events
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Figure 11. Castle Mission SWAT Ratings for various mission events
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Figure 12. Deaer Storm Mission SWAT Ratings for various mission events

configuration. This indicates that an "easy" procedures were not fully understood by the

minio such as this one would result in pilots and, when coupled with ambiguous CDU

conceptual cockpit design. performance. Once again, the failure of the
autopilot was a significant source of workload

For the Castle mission, Figure I1I indicates encountered during the Desert mission.
that two of the four mission events are potential
areas for concern. The inflight replanning and SeVfleft/Task Workload
random refueling events both had ratings of over
40. This mission was intentionally designed to SWORD data were collected for three
drive workcloads over the redline limit of 40 in mission segments across the three different
order to identify possible systems shortcomings. missions. The three mission segments for
Thorough debriefings revealed that KC-135 Minot, Castle and Desert were chosen prior to
pilots and copilots felt that additional training in data collection, based on those segments which
navigation procedures and radar usage would were thought to contain the highest workload.

ipveproficiency. They also felt that the In addition, specific segment taks were chosen
atpotfailure, which forced them to for analysis based on the following criteria: (1)

continually hand-fly the airplane, was a definite tasks believed to be performed most often and
cause of a large portion of the workload they (2) anticipated level of difficulty associated with
encountered. a given task as deteninined by Ward, et al.

Finally, analysis of the Desert Storm
mission indicates that three of five events flown Figure 13 provides the results for the
were possible areas of concern (Figure 12). This cruise segment of the Minot Mission. During

misio was also intentionally designed to drive this segment of the mission the flying task,
workloads above the redline limits. Discussions communications task and the navigation task
with crewmembers revealed that, as previously were comparedL The flying task included all
noted, training was insufficient in both the things necessary to control heading, altitude and
navigation and radar usage areas to gain airspeed of the aircraft. For the communications
thorough proficiency. In addition, INS recycle task, all communications with Center, the
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selectio f of assigned radio frequencies and the Post hoc analysis revealed that 1) significant
control of both UHF and HF radios were workload differences between the two-man and
measured. The navigation task included all three-man configuration existed and that 2)
activities necessary to ensure mission timing and workload levels were not significantly different
course alignment were met. An analysis of between the two-man cockpit and reference
variance indicated a significant main effect for cockpit and three-man nockpit and reference
cockpit configuration. F(2,36)-8.56, p<.001. cockpit-
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Figure 13. Minot SWORD Ratings for the Cruise Segment
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Figure 14. Minot SWORD Ratings for the Approach/Landing segment
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Figure 15. SWORD Ratings for the Air Rdfeling Segment

"The SWORD ratings for the Approach and were significantly higher than the three-man
Landing segment of the Minot mission are configuration. Pilots attributed this to a lack of
presented in Figure 14. Remults of an analysis of familiarity %,Ith the radar and system setup,
variance indicate the same findings a for the location of control panels and use of the control
Crue segment, with a significant main effect display unit (CDU) pages. No significant effects
for codi conflguration, F(2,36)-10.10, were found between the communications task
p<.O01; and post hoc analysis indicating a and the fueling task for any of the missions.
significant difference between the two-man and
three-man configurations only. Te results of the cell departure and join-

up segment of the Castle and Desert missions
Figure 15 graphs the results of the Air are presented in Figure 16. The radar task

Reeig segment for each of the missions, included the tuning of the radar to include tilt,
The fueling task (FUEL) included management gain, range and mode selections and also radar
of the fuel panel, tranfer of fuel, maintenance scope interpretation. The COMM and NAV
of the proper center of gravity (CG) and the task were as previously explained.
monitoring of the fuel flows. The
communications task (COMM) and the While no significant differences were
navigation task (NAV) were sinilar to those noted for the communication task for both
previously noted. missions, results indicated a significant main

effect for configurations was found for both the
As the graph indicates, the navigation radar (RADAR) and the navigation task (NAV),

portion of the air refueling segment was F(2,36)=7.42 and 16.43 for the Castle Mission
considered more difficult across all missions; and F(2,36)=21.74 and 26.25 for the Desert
F(2,36)-10.79 for Minot, 20.90 for Castle and Mission, p<.001. Post hoc analyses revealed
15.06 for the Desert Mission, p<.001. Post hoc that the significant main effect was the resulted
analysis found that the two-man conceptual of differences between the two-man and three-
cockpit yielded significantly higher. workload man configurations. As previously mentioned,
ratings than the reference aircraft which in turn pilots felt these difficulties arose from a lack of
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familiarity with the radar system, the location of configuration for the navigation (NAV) and
the navigation control panel and CDU page set- inflight planning (PLAN) tasks, F(2,36)-9.81
up and use. and 11.68 for the Castle Mission, and

F(2,36)-,18.34 and 25.68 for the Desert Mission,
Figure 17 shows the workload ratings for p<.001. Again the results show that the three-

the Castle and Desert missions for the inflight man CSEF cockpit produces the lowest
replanning segment of the mission. This worklod, followed by the reference aircraft and
segment included all tasks necessary to the two-man cockpiL While there is no
determine the new mute of flight, input the new significant workload difference between the two-
route into the mission management system man cockpit and the reference aircraft or the
(MMS) and navigate the aircraft to its new route three-man cockpit and the reference aircraft,
of flight there was a statistically significant workload

difference between the two-man and three-man
The results indicated that while there was configurations. When asked about the

no significant difference in workload for the workload differences, pilots felt this was a direct
communications task (COMM), there were result of the CDU page setup, control panel
statistically significant main effects for cockpit location and lack of system familiarity.
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Figure 16. SWORD Ratings for the Cell Departure and Join-up Segment

Figure 18 depicts the ratings from the storm segments, these effects do not reflect a
avoidance segment of the Castle mission. Again difference between the two-man and three-man
the results show the same trend as the Cell configuration but rather between the modernized
Departure and Join-up and Air Refueling cockpits (i.e., two-man and three-man) and the
segments. The results indicated that while reference aircraft.
there was no significant difference in workload During their debriefings, the pilots
for the communications task (COWM), there indicated this may be a direct result of the
were statistically significant main effects for inclusion of a color weather radar into the CSEF
cockpit configuration for the storm avoidance conceptual cockpit design. One pilot stated that
task (STORM) and inflight planning (PLAN) the color weather radar made it easier to see
tasks, F(2,36)=9.81 and 11.68 for the Castle weather and, when combined with a moving
Mission, and F(2,36)=18.34 and 25.68 for the map overlay, enhanced situational awareness.
Desert Mission, p<.O01. Contrary to previous
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Overall SWORD remlts show that to the fact that, as one pilot put it, "All
woakload, when compared to the refernce simulators are harder to fly; they just never trim
aircraf was not significanty higher for the up properly." When this malfunction was
CSEF Conceptal cockpiL In fact, the three-man combined with the additional problems of CDU
auiguition produced lke worklood in almost pop orientation, contro panel location and a
evey talk o• the minom Gown. For the two- Vneral lack of training in radar usage,
ma and rfeence aircraft ,om ps o w kloaod increae•e
workldod levels were not significantly diffemr
with two exption - the navigation andior The mos signiftun finn o thew
replannming ta and the radar umg& SWORD reaults is that relative workdoads in the

yonPal codkpit were not believed (as
Pilots uanimousy sta•ed that the major maemaed by crewmember mspons) to be

cause of workload during the mimions was the significanly higher than those encounteied in
failure of the autopilot which completely took the existing aircra/t, despite the removal of the
one pilot out of the loop. This was largely due navigator from the crew.
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Figure 17. SWORD Ratings for the Inflight Replanning Segment
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Figure 18. Castle Mission SWORD Ratings for Storm Avoidance

PROGRAM FINDINGS CONCLUSION

Rmflts of the S ectrv Workload Assessment The findings of this study support the two-
Technque (SWAT), the Subctive WORkload person (No Nay) cockpit, Siv the necessary
Dominance (SWORD) technique, the mission modifications. Additionally, crew workload levd s
questonnaires, systems questionnaires, objective were significantly lower in the CSEF conceptual
pfonance data and crew debriefings consistenly cockpit when compared to the version of the KC-
support the twlwisg remslts: 135 currenty flown.

1. TIh mission difficulty yielded wpectd remults The conclusions listed above ae based upon
The Minot miion was the easiest, followed by the using the final design, identical in system
Castle mission, and the Desert mission was sen as capabilities, as developed at the Crew Station
the most difficult of the three missions flown. Evaluation Facility. The key to the success of this

program lies in the utilization of modifications
2. Most crewmembes felt that a minimally discussed here and the prop implementaion of
qualified crew could lvm successfilly completed those modifications in future KC-135 cockpits.
the three sample missions flown, given the CSEF
system capabilities. RECOMMENDATIONS

3. Increased workloads were encountered during The recommendations mentioned earlier have
the inflight replanning, random refueling, been separated into three categories in order of
navigation and radar tasks. While some of these priority to aid program engineers in their
workloads were outside the desired range, system development of system specifications. They are:
familiarity, simple modifications to the CDU and
Electronic Horizontal Situation Indicator (EHSI) (1) Must Haves - equipment and system capabilities
and training on radar use should reduce workload that are substantial workload reducers and deemed
to manageable levels. essential for mission success. Failure to include

these capabilities in the final cockpit design could
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rink is waklood bivels that awe mamenageabe d. Pictorial repueentation of the Wntnd"
indjeopardi mi suion ss. rendezvous and orbit to include turn range

Whanaion Crews bund this capability
(2) Should Haves -equipment and system among the most important for reducing
capabilities thot ar PI Pd- workload reduicers; workload following the removal of the
eni doinmi anciiay hr mmssom mm. Failure navigator. Stated one pilot, "Growt featuref
14 Inchide these capaiites couild increase the Now that r. spoiled, I don't know how rn live-"d fo Misson hlure. without. I t was noted that the turn ranmp

and offo should be calculated by the an board
(3) Nice to Haves - eupip~ment and systemcopue following the entry of receiver true
capabilitis tho, while: being workload reducers, airspeed. One pilot commnented that, -If the
would mo uscemsrily jeopuedir minmms success. system knows my speed and the winds, if I toi
However, cow wrkload amy be increased. it the receivers bni airspeed then it should

give me turn rang and odht
The systems cpblities listed below wer

determined through analyses of both crewmember e. Aim-o-Air TACAN and beacon information
imoms md systenis questiomnasire (Appendix in order to positively identify the reciver The
E) xplaaatioas for she cautegorimso of a ability to get the beacon and both distanc and

pertmlar sy"M capablty am included. In bearing hifnfmation of she receivers location
addiion =my issuss were brought up by was deemed necemmary to complete the air
cr, wuOmbers durin this stud which war not rellueling mission. In addition, the beacon is
directy covere in this stu*y These issue me also usefil durng formation flying and cell
dhiomed in detail in the Is..e lo, consider section dp tw One pilot said, -rM beaco is
of this rePort. essential durng FR/night formation flight to

monitor closure rates and also fobr station
MugNS bays eepng With the removal of the navigator,

this systm= must be controlled by the pilot
1. A UMimmio MWan Wagm t System tha provides: tern and *th CDU provides that capabilty.

a. Flight Plan daabase large enough to fly 2. Control Display Units with the ability to control
IMn mimmioma. This daabase should be large ard automate many of the Innctions previously
enough to hold ail waypoiats for the intended per-formied by the navigto. The CDUs provided a
ralme Of fight. The current sy"M calls for too central location from which numerous on board
manty inputs increasing the chance for error taub could be performed. Crews felt that two
and also increasing workload. CDUs wei necessary in order to allow each pilot to

accss the information be/she felt was needed. The
b. Mission database that enables crewmembers labeling and Ainctions of the various keys was
to idetif points and/or routes-df4lighst deemed completely acceptable howvever, some of
through the use of 3-, 4-, 34l0se ICAO the CDU page orientation and interaction woem
identifiers (TACAN, yam, airport identifiers), critiqued. Mor user friendliness was requested for
radial and DUE points air refuieling tracks, the FMS Approach, INS and GPS displays and
Military Operating Anna (MOAs) and Flight Plan page interface. Crews felt that with
Restricted, Warning and Prohibited Area these modifications. workload would have been
depictons This capability would greatly significantly reduced.

situatonal awareness. lowe
workload, and ease the burden of inflighit 3. A Mlission Planning System capable of
replanning. Crewmenbers identified the transferring all necessary databas information to
ability to define points using these methods as the aircraft via a floppy disk or being preloaded
critical to reducing the workload of inflight into the aircraft computers. During this study, it
replanning. was assumned that there would be a WPS that would

allow crews to mission plan as they do today and
c. Standard symbols and scroilig procedures then bring the mission information to the aircraft
across all pages to aid in their understanding for each flight. This system should be reliable and
and usage.
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hh accurate to prevent possble workload lieihood for error. Oe pilot ms d that,
inre *Separate radar control p- gready

c the ability of the crew to mmitr
4. A reliable and accurate navigation system In searate selections. For example, the pilot
the CSEF cockpit design, it was assumed that two flying thl airplane can monitor coll lad while
DINS and a WS woukl replace the navigator. The the pilot not flying the airplane can monitor
loss of the GPS combined with the lo= o both the weaher.
INS s cued a mod increase in workload
uring the Castle missio and a ignificant c. Receiver information must be displayed on

workload increase during the Desert mission. This the ENS &alq with the moving map and
alone indiates the need for a reliable and accurate weather informatimn. Although previously

vigatlm sytm. Due to the fAt that TACAN discussed, the need for both Air-to-Air
and VOR navigation are still availabl during TACAN information and beacn information
moutim missions. the loss of the JNSs and GPS cannot be overlookedw "lTim ar times when
during routine missions is not nearly as critical as a recerm leaves his beacon on after air
losing these systems during a wartime or Desert reueling and the only means of identifyiring
mission where no TACAN or VOR navigation aids subsequent receivers is through the beacon -
exist that information must be on our disu y"

replied one pilot.
5 An intervom system that allows each
crewmeber to tuan the volume of each radio 7. An Electronic Horizontal Situation Indicator at
individually. Almost every crewmember felt a both the pilot and copilot stations with the
chang to the current intercom system was following capabilities:
necessary By placing the radio control inside the
CDU, volume control for the individual radios was a. The ability to overlay waypoints, navaids,
thea tranfured to the individual intercom units. airports, and weather. Without eaception,
Claimed one pilot, *We* bean fighting for this crewmembers felt the ability to overlay this
capability for years. With te removal of the information on one lear and concise display
nvigaor, there is also one les get of ears listening, was one of the keys to reducing workload and

Individual volume controls for each radio and each enhancing situational awarens When asked
rwmmrbt er would help redu the number of - which system capability helped most in the

missed radio trammissions." acplishment of the mission, this capability
was listed most often. Said one pilot, Perhaps

6. ol weather radar display that includes: the bet featu of the whole system. The
ability to change scales and zoom in and out

a. Radar display on th Electronic Horizontal kept the big picture perfectly clear." The big
Situatiom Indicator (EHSM). With the display picture" and enhanced situational awareness
of weather over a moving map on the EHSI, greatly decreased crew workload.
crwmembers fet that a dedicated radar was
not necesay. 93% of the responses received b. Cross-ack, track-angle error, us,
idicated the preferred locatiom for the radar distance and tim-t-go rMeaou Course and

display was on the EHSI. Replied one pilot, distance readouts should be continuous as they
"This is the most significant addition to the are on the curret HSI. In addition, full time
cockpit The ability to overlay the route and display of time to go information was deemed
weather on the E-SI is a dramatic necessary for timing purposes following the
improveme to the current radar which is removal of the navigator. The ability to call up
virtalyuseless in its prese mlocation during both cross track and track angle error
periods of etreme brightne." information must be easily accessiMe,

especially during the rendezvous portion of the
b. Separate radar control panels for each pilot. mission as a back-up to the automatic
95% of the pilots polled agreed that separate rendezvous function of the system. The display
radar controls were essential to mission of this information would significantly reduce
success. The ability for one pilot to control workload as it provides the crew with the
both radar displays only increases the
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inrintion most ofien calculated by the frupuency and can easily recall it for the crew.
Wvigor. Many pilots did however, comment that the RRU

w larger than necessay (see issues to consider).
c. The ability to display a standard HSI as well
as an expanded arc of that HSI (Approximately 3. Back up Attitude Direction Indicator. Many
90 degrM). Both ofthes fonctioM were pilots flt that the need for back up ADI
domed necessmy for various mison information was essential especially for night and
emes TheHSI mode was necessary for weather flying. Th possibility of moving displays

aprach and raw data compaisons and the (i.e. moving the piot's ADI "pictiuv onto the CRT
arc e was seen as emenial for cell nanually used to display the HSI or moving the co-
deaur and also Precion Approach Radar pilots displays onto the pilt side) was discussed as
(PAR) aposch.. Agaim, p stated tha a possibility as was the possible use of an analog
this capability gave them a boost in sitiational ADI as a back up. Slightly few pilots fMlt that the
awaeness as well as a mon -accurate view of back up ADI needed to have flight director
their heading when flying apoaches, thereby capability.
reucing their overall workload.

4. Engine Indication and Crew Alerting System
d. Tre ability to display ground speed. true (EXCAS) The ability to display engine information
airseed. dril angle and wind direction and and call malfunctions to the attention of the pilots
velocity. This information was deemed waseen as being a significant workload reducer,
impotant for various mission segments. True especially in the two person cockpit. In addition,
airspeed is most often used at altitude for the maintainability of the current gauges was a
cMuii flight Ground speed is used during concerm of many crewrnmabers. This system would
approach and landing for wind shear allow for the simultaneous display of many engine
calculations and for prmsion timing in flgBt, readings and flag any out of tolerance condition.
Wind information is wed inflight to calculate Said one pilot. "Displaying the gauges graphically
mison timing needs (used to back up on screen for easy refemece is a grat aid when
compute system for timing), rendezvous flying. I use this on the B757/B767 and it's greatl"
requirments and in Pilot Reports (PIREPS).
This information was believed to be very 5. Infornation Distribution System With the
valuable to the craws and resulted in lower current worldwide use of the tanker, the ability to
wolkloads, monitor both intra-cell as well as inter-cell position

was seen as essential to mission success especially
Should Haves in a no or minimum communications environment

Every crewmember expressed concern over the
I. A Warning. Caution and Advisory Panel The tankers lack of tactical information during the
ability to display aircrft system malfunctions in recent Persian Gulf conflict. With the removal of
one central location was seen as very beneficial by the navigator, this information becomes crucial to
the pilots. This was generally seen as a way to survival. The display should be clear, concise and
reduce workload inside the cockpit that was caused display all known friendly and enemy targets.
by monitoring many systems with one less person
(no navigator). The possibility of making this Nice to Haves
panel into a multi-function display (MFD) was also
discussed in order to present checklist pages and 1. A dedicated clock at each crew position capable
other pertinent information needed during of both count up and count down functions.
emergncies and malfunctions. Timing functions, primarily a navigator function,

necessitate the placement of a dedicated clock at
2. A Remote Readout Unit (RRU) with radio and each crew position. Pilots stated that a dedicated
navigation aid frequency change capability, clock was needed for back up timing during
Crewmembers expressed the need for the RRU to rendezvous as well as during approaches. They felt
have the capability to input radio information by that with one less crewmember, both pilots needed
inserting either the ICAO identifier or the a dedicated clock for timing requirements.
frequency. In addition, the unit should be a "smart"
system in that it remembers the last tuned
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2. Electronic Attitude Direction Indicator (EADI) maccesfdW rmooval of the navigator from the KC-
dil tap.. The current CSEF EADI design 135 and also to the success of the KC-135 Cockpit
incorpoials. altiteds. airspeed vertical velocity Modernization Program.
decision eiglat and radar altimeter information
onto one uscz Pilots felt that the represeamon 3. NVG Compatibility. With the introduction of
of this infbrmatio In a pitch tape format would be NVGs in to many mission scenarios, crews
eaier to understand and monitor as compared to prevsed concmn over the am of cathode ray tubes
the currt dital form While a" essential to and other light emitting displays in the modernized
muise success. this modifiation was believed to cockpit. Future KC-135 cockpit modernization
be a nemcasy change to reduce woddoad in the effo must address these concerns to ensure
Cockpit missi s.

hames to Coinider SUMMBAARY

During this study several issues were raised This study was part four of a four-phase effort
that, while not specifically addressed, require to demonstrate the feasibility of a two person (no-
attention for the success of the KC-135 navigator) conceptual cockpit developed at the
M oderizationProgram. Crew Station Evaluation Facility (CSEF). Ten KC-

135 crews participated in this study for two weeks
1. Reliable Autopilot. Without question a reliable each over a four month period. During the study a
autopilot was sn as necessary by every variety of information was collected to include both
crwmember. In failing the autopilot, subjective (SWAT, SWORD and systems
experimenters found that workload increased questionwaires) and objective measures (i.e. altitude
dramtically. With the rmmval ot the navigator, and airspeed). The resulting requirements were
pilots felt the supilot as vital to mission msccess. then categorized based on mission impact A

summany of thes requirements is shown in the
2. Increased Training for Pilot. As previously following table. In addition, several issues of
mentioned, much of the workload encountered by concern wer mentioned. While not specifically
the crews in this study was a caued by a lack of covered in this study, they must be addressed in
system familiarity or inadequate training in order to ensure the mscces of the KC-135 Cockpit
mvip r c tasks. System fmiliarity and Modernization Program.
Paper training wer seen as crual to the

SUA HANICE TO HAVES

ission Management System Warning Caution Advisory Panel EADI Display Tapes
Control Display Units Back-up ADI System Dedicated Clocks
Missim Planning System ECAS Display
Reliable Navigation System Remote Readout Unit
Individual Interphone System Information Distribution System
Color Weather Radar
EHIW
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PERSONAL DATA QUESTIONNAIRE

CREW #
CREW POSITION_

Nm(optiemal):_________________

Grade: 0.1 0.2 0-3 0-4 0-$ 0-6

Aeronautical Rating: Pilot Senior Pilot Master Pilot

Nay Senior Nay Master Nay

Crew Position: Nay IN CP P/AC IP

Organization:

Duty Statio_:

Total FlyingHom's

Total KC-135 Flying Hours:_

Total Hours Current Crew Position:

Time Since Last Flight: Months -Days

KC.135 Aircraft Model Currently Flying:

Total Hours using Electronic Flight Instruments:
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CREW

CREW POSrrON

Minot Mission

Questionnaire

M&i quuliommir. is a u j.umfgqeeiimnui COuceiu t MON vn M W ev Wt ndaioSM
.1dInRgim d*ring the Ist Umsi. You Ammauld th quudicnaim from youow n indimvidua

puqmpctiv by ciroling "h qaprapIae- #a~. If you feed doM my quadton need& furthe explanaion,-m feel free to a*k one of the oxpeimenser for claification. If you fedl no one aswer is adequat,
plm ue - th comments sectio after eac queaon to elabrate on it. A comments section has been
provided after each question so Allo you to actively expmus all comeems you might have about a gives
questio, m."ios- or iohaubit. You arm encourge to an the comts section whenevr possible.
However, do not fedl you mwn commm on evely queiom.& For dmoe questions rquirig imor spec
dma thAt provide, sinoy lyun the page over and write on the back. Mdditiaial comet Wmac is also
provided on he las page of the questionnaire
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Mission #1
1. Te late takeoff camued (a) al"reae in unauon difficulty/aircrew workload.

a. No b. Slight c. Modeate d. Substantial

Commens:

2. Were you able to identify your receiver on radar prior to yoe. turm imbond to the ARl??

a. Yes b. No

Comments:

3. The receiver's early arrival at the AREF caused (a) increase inmison

dffio*airuwworkload.

a. No b. Slight c. Modeate d. Substantial

CommWm:

4. The commumnication difficulties enuntered at EAR caused (a) increase in missmon

drultylaircrew workload.

a. No b. Slight c. Moderate d. Substantial

Coammats:
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5. The hydraulic failure caused (a) imase in misson difflcuity/airew workload.

a. No b. Slight c. Moderate d. Substantial

Comments:

6. Whet type of work-around procedures wevre ued to overcome the diffkculties encountered durvig
this mission?

Comments:

7. Did you encounter any other problem arm during thns mison?

(PlOn explain in comments section)

a. Yes b. No

Comments:

S. Which pieces of equipment and/or design functions were particularly helpful in accomplishing
this mission? (Please explain in comment sections)

Comments:
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P. Which pcs of equimsent and/or dig functioms wee exrtrndy bard to use and, comequmedy,
cused high warkload?. (Pl0e explain in comments section)

Comments:

10. Pleme reemmunmnd any improvanefts to die currnt equipenment digineface that you fed
would muprove airCrew drekcy and redue aircrew workload?.

Comments:

11. What adjective bat decribe the overall diff•mity of this mission?

a. Easy b. Medium. C. Hard

12. For the previom mission, rate your workload as compared to what you think it would have bee
with the premt KC-135 system and a navigator. With the system that I just flew my workload was

a. Substantially decreased
b. Moderately decreased
c. Slightly decreased
d. Not clhnged
e. Slightly increased
f. Moderately increased
g. Substantially increased

Comments:

13. Provided adequate training, could a minimally experienced pilot with a minimally experienced
copilot successfully fly this mission?

a. Yes b. No
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Commm

14L Givin the m omint ieIkum, amid a Aqie pilot (i.e., om pilot i imapacciab* od ve performed
tlis mimi.?

a. Yes b. No

Commes:

15. The foilowimg space is providu for you to delboate on quiuiiom 1-16 or for you to idniify my
othor cminm tt you miqt bave.
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CASTLE MISSION QUESTIONNAIRE
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CREW

CREW POSIrlON

Castle Mission

Questionnaire

Mhis qutiomnmire is a questionnaietm coemiang the vaim events an action m
ndwram du&img the lamt m . You soud mM wea the qu ama from your own individual

pesetvo by cslirn the appropra answer. If you fedl t my quesi neds further explaimon,
pemm feel free, o k uoe of the experimene for clamificatim. If you feel no au mwer is adequapt,
leae us the comments seo after ech question t elabmat on it. A cmmets section has been
provided after ewh qmstion to allow you to actively expms all concens you might have'about a given
quesin mimics, or introment. You we encourged to ume the commnts section whmever possible.
Houws , do nt feel you must comment on very questa. For dths questions equimg morm qsace
dhin that provided, simply trn the page over and write on the bak. Additionel comint spce is also
povided an the last page of the questionnaire.
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Mission #3
1. The autepil failure caused (a) _ mmmue iNCR nuai a difloalty/aiMrew workoad.

a. No b. Slight c. Moderate d. Substantial

comments

2. The cel dpeparturejoiamup requiresnuat caused (a) inavem in mission diKacUky/aircr'

workload.

a. No b. Slight c. Moderate d. Substantial

Commeaw

3. The air ndefu g area change caused (a) inerease in msion diffiaulty/aircrew wrkload.

a. No b. Slight c. Moderate d. Substantial

Commets:

4. Thunderstonm avoidance caused (a) ioem in missio difWaKUltylcOew woddoad.

a. No b. Slight c. Moderate d. Substantial

Commets:
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5. Prio to GPS fail.., did you iimot yewr INS.f wo d~.~ (Phase explain when and how you
debtlad your INSs wor diifiug a dho Comments section).

a~. y b. No

6. IUhefilure of Ohe GPS syutin cound (a) _ __h im ur in misson dfficulty/aharew

a. No b. Slight c. Moderate d. Substantial

Commns

7. The failure of both INS systmsi mudi (a) in___ see awamom difflcadty/aircrew

a. No b. Slight c. Modomds d. Substantial

8. The weather diver to Beak. AFD caused (a) _ ___ic e us manson diffloalty/airavw

workload

a. No b. Slight C. Moderate d. Substantial

Comments:
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9. The ability to cad up idividual air rfudelig tradumiary operatin areas caed (a)

______dIIrie airrew worklod.

a. No b. SUsht c. Moderate d. Subsuatial

10. The ability to fly to - airporVllFe by ft immliom of the airportiAF ideifier duing a

weather divert caused (a) dw ine in aircrew workload.

a. No b. Slight c. Moderat d. SubsUmaial

Conmmats:-

11. The icead voume of radio traffrc and radio frequency chines caused (a)_____ rese

in missm difn FaIty/aircrew workload.

a. No b. Slight c. Moderate d. Substantial

Canommets

12. What type of work-around procedures were used to overcome the difficulties encounataed during
this mimiou?

Comments:
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13. D•d ye. emmm=r any olher rol ars durigq tb maimn?

(PMhM explain coma sction)

a. Yes b. No

14L Which paas of equiuinme and/or dign functions were prticsualy helpf•ld in accompluESg
thi msimm? (PMes explain in comment actions)

IS. Whch pies of deqpmeat aud/or ismim tumd were abuny hard to we and, amseqmly,
CMasd a sigh workload? (Pleas xplain in comments sction)

16. Pl e recommend any mprevumemts to the curret equip dsi interace that you fed
would bpmve acrew defmcy and re&de aiurw workloor.

Commets

17. What adjective best describes the overall difficulty of this mission?

a. Easy b. Medium c. Hard
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18 Far the previos miioa , rate you workload compared to whet you di.m it would have been
with the prI KC-L35 system and a navigator. With the system that I just flew my workload was

a. Suhimtiafly decruased
b. Moderately decremed
c. Slighldy decreased
d. Not changed
m, Slightly increased
f. Moderately incresed•
g. Subatnially incbesd

19. Provlded adequate training, could a minimally equrimnced pilot with a minimally experienced

Cop"o succesfully fly tlis minion?

a. Yes b. No

Commets:

20. Given the mission just flown, could a single pilot (i.e., one pilot is incapacitated) have performed
this mission?

a. Yes b. No

Comments:
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21. The fbNowiq slm h providud fr you to deburaft an qudmemi 1-2 or for you to idmiy my
ohu cm = dot you .migk hve
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DESERT MISSION QUESTIONNAIRE
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CREW !
CREW POSITION

Desert Mission
Questionnaire

1i-s *qstin is a un.eWs=ionnai concering the various evn and acios
uldearg d*in tho last mmom. You should A=M= w th qustionaiure frno your own individual
pespectve b7 cing the a.a w. If you fe tat any questi••o need futbr explanation.
p&sM fee fis to k One of tim W .inien for claifiamtio If you fed no me iwer is adequate.
plem S the CoMMMts section fter eah question to eaborate on it. A comume section has been
PCOVaW a#tsier question to allow you to actively expms all concerns you might have about a given
question mon, or iMast L You ae encouraged to us the CoMMMnntSection whenever possible.
howe , do not fee you ms commmi t on ovmy qumion. For whse question •ruing nwm space
te.- do-t pmovided, simly turn th pape ovw and write on the back. Additiona commm space is also
provided on th las peg of the quesdonnai
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Mission #5

1. Th Auopiiot failure cawmd (a)- icrm u minimn difficulty/auvrew workload?

a. No b. Slight c. Moderate d. Substential

Comments:

2. The GPS failure caused (a)__ in m e diftrdty/aircw workload?

a. No b. Slight c. Moderate d. Substanti

Comments:

3. The V5 updatfe um th ground map radar cau•ed (a) iIrease in mWion

dffk yicd bmwew workload

a. No b. Slight c. Modeaft d. Substantial

Comments:

4. The visual depleiom of a point parallel rendezvous on the EBSI caused (a) decrease in

mision dilicllty/airew workload.

a. No b. Slight c. Moderate d. Substantial

Comments:
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S. The AR Track dmne and the additiona refuelings casied (a) _ _incoese in mission

dficutyairrw workload

a. No b. Slight c. Moderate d. Substantial

6. Wbat type of wowk-aroumd procedures were used to ovaecme the difficulties encountered duinng
this mimim?

Comments:

"7. Did you encom nter my other problem area durng this mimio.?

Pemn explain in comments section)

a. Yes b. No

Commnmts:

8. Which pieces of equipment and/or design functions were particularly helpful in accomplishing
tis mimion? (Pleasm explain in comment sections)

Comments:
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9. Which pieces of equipment and/or design functions were extrenely hard to toe and, consequenty,
caused high workload? (Please explain in comments

sectio)

Comimets:

10. Please recommend any improvements to the current equipment duigninterface that you fed
would improve aircrew efficiency and reduce aircrew workload?

Comments:

11. What adjective best describes the overall difficulty of this mission?

a. Easy b. Medium c. Hard

12. For the previous mission, rate your workload as compared to what you think it would have been
with the present KC-135 system and a navigator, With the systen that I just flew my workload was

a. Substantially decreased
b. Moderately decreased
c. Slightly decreased
d. Not changed
e. Slightly increased
f. Moderately increased
g. Substantially increased

Comments:
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13. Provided adequmte tra , could a minimally ipurimnced pilot with a minimally earpuienced
coPilot sucaul~y fly this .ausion.?

a. Yes b. No

14. Givme the mision just flown, could a sing pilot (i.e., one pilot is incapacitated) have peuformed

this mimsion?

a. Yes b. No

15. Boend on you aqimmce ws dis missiom similar to the type of missio fkn in the Middle

(DO NOT INCLUDE ANY CLASSIED MATERIAL IN YOUR ANSWER)

a. Yes b. No

Commants:
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1C The folowing is provided for you to laborat on qumutiom 1-16 or for you to identify any
other concrm that you night have.
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Analog Flight Instruments
1. (PIC/IJ) plase answer yes (y) or No (N) to the following questions for each of the analog flight
ifahtumbt (thes that an cummaty in the KC-135) lisWe below.
Par I e e M MM a a No" aiwem

Sawi bs the sin of the inxtnamu adquate for the appication?
Nvnmb. Are them enaough of the m uinruents (as ibacup) in the cockpit?
Location. bs the location of the instrument adequate?
Necusty: bs the the instrument necemlay or critical?

hIhianmet size Nnuhr oato Necesstyv

Attitude

Direto

Riadion

IRAdio

VrcAlk

A"Oedt
InimaciX __ _ __ __ _ _

IReAQI=

Radio~_

Rad81



1.mm Number Lacatiom Nitv

Trwi

FAkmdfrAS
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1. (PIC) Should lb. backup ADI have flight direction capailtyl

Coo_ __ _ _

2. (PIC) Would a digital clock adequately replace the =alo clock in a 2-nmn crew?

YmN

3. (P/C/N) Would a digital clock adequately replace the analog clock in a 3-man crw?

YmN

4. (P/C) Is a chtr (count up) function needed in a 2-mn crew?

7. (P/C/N) Is a cthogra( (count up) function needed in a 3-mn crew?

Ye No

7. (P/C/N) Isa timer (count down) function needed in a3-rn crew?

YmN

Con ents (QUEtONS 2 - 7):

8. (P/C) Should the Mach and Indicated Airspeed instnsmnts be combined?

Yu No

Counma__s:
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9. (N) Dasned on yawr experience, die rlambility of the current altinoelr disply at the Nay station is

a. Cmmphtmy imweptabls
L. Medaaimly immmphable
C. USkiy mmecable

a. SgW* amplable
f. MadwatedY amemo le
I. Campkidy ampiaabh

10t (N Mwe Navigatos Altimster in the conceptual cockpit __ mino difficulty/anrcrw workload.

a. Sm~etaailmoyd arrue
b. Medwaidy daae
C. Ugwy aeIrImed
dL Did mat' 1ne ordew
e. U~ghIy imuuad
f. Moderately bmummd
8. SW.nkmadalaly Wiavend

Commets (QUindM 9 & 10):
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Digital Warning Caution Advisory (WCA) Display

11. (P/C/N) Thw ans of the Waming Caution Adviuwy (WCA) display was , considerin its

Too.m" About rSht Too aim

12. (P/C/N) The lato (betwee, the pilot and copilot CDUs) of the display was
(Pbýe eq-ain below.)

a. Caidy umcmptaW
b. Maodaltly wmccepWae
C. SMhy unccqpa
d. ordwi•m
e. Ughbdy accepable
f. Modurasty ame~tat
S. Completey accepabde

13. (PIC/N) What specific warnings, cautions, and/or advisories would you like to see on this display?

CoUInnW.
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14. (P/C/N) What wartings, cautions, and/or advisore would you prefer not be displayed?

Comments:

15. (PlC/N) Was the Mast. Caution light effective?

16. (P/N) Thw implentation of the Warning, Caution, Advisory display and Master Caution light _
missiaon difficulty/arce workload.

a. Sjdhaia lly dammed
b. Moderatay deIc.reased
t. Suwy dM 'mmed
4. Did ei '~ 1 lm or demea1
e. Sighdy hainaued
E. Modrately bacrmed
I. Suhutantialy lumn ed

17. (P/C/N) Would you prefer a multiple-sensory WCA message system?

a. No, ght only.
b. Yin, light and toa.
c. Ye8, light and vokLm
d. Yes, light, tome, and voice.

Comments: _ _ _ ____
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18. (PIC/iN) Digital Engine Displays (not used in the conceptual cockpit) have the capability to change
color, alerting the crew to an out-of-tolerance condition. They can also integrate WCA information with
the instnuments. Do you feel digitally displayed engine instruments are necessary for the KC-13S?

yes No

Comm in m __ _ _

19. (P/C/N) The implementation of Digital Engine Displays would__ mission difficulty/aircrew
workload.

a. Suhutanaly de e
b. Modiraiey & vmue
c. U•h•y decmre
d. nao inwem or decrue
e. Sftg y lacran
C Modratey iWrea
g. Suizaaadally inWrase

Comments:
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Mission Management System Operation
This section will address the Control Display Unit (CDU) and operating procedures associated with the

fmuctions of the Mission Management System (MMS). An crewmembers should answer A of the
imnim daths asction.

20. The location of the CDU for optimal u of the Mision M gement System (MMS) was
? (Cousider the CDU that was located at yu crew staiona only)

a. Canaplesly urnowspabl
b. Modermdy umetqA
c. Saldy ummwpWte
d. iDer bime
a. gwiy amptalAe
f. Moderatey acceptable
g. Campkedy aqmmbe

Commen_:

21. Were my of the CDU page cluttered?

Yes No (If yM, plea list below.)

Com____
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22. In general, the CDU and the functions that ar integrated with it (the mission management system)
Smission difficulty/aircrew workload.

a. Substantially decreased
b. Moderately decreemd
c.Slihtl deawn
d. Did mat awem or derrwe
& SihtMy imased
f. Moderately increased
g. Sudatanially Wn'sed

Commen_ _ _ _ _

23. Were the symbol conventions (e.g., colons, arrows, etc.) easy to use and understand?

Yes No (If n, please oplain below.)

Comm ents:

24. The should be used when slewing between display pages within a Function (i.e. TOLD,

POWER, & INAV).

a. Up/Down arrow keys b. Right arrow keys

Comments:
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25. Th. should be used when slewing between Functions. (i.e. POWER, START).

a. Up/Dew. arrow key b. Right/Lft arrow keys

Comb_______

26. The flight plea loadling, modlification, and correction options wer _____ (Please explain
below.)

a. Camnpletdy uunweptahl
b. Moderatey uammptabl
c. Slliy macreptbkle
d. Dokrdeime
a. Ngbdy acceptab
f. Moderatey acceptabl
g. Completey acciepale

Comb______

27. (PlC/N) The flight plan loading, modification and correction implementation _____mission

difficulty/Waarrw worldoad.

a. Substeatiafy decrased
b. Moderately decreaend
c. Sligtly deavosed
d. Did not inraeor decrease
C. Sigtly increasedl
f. Moderately incrase
g. Sul8stantiaily incrased

Comments__ ___
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28, (P/C/N) T7U Duct-To implementation mision difficulty/avarw wofkload.

a. Subtaidially dImrPme
b. Moderwaly decremd
c. SIgliy pdemroil
d. Did wt herli o dumren
4L S~lWy nrelaed
C Moda•tly cmrned
S. Sdubadmay WUWae

Commets: __________________

29. The INS "OVERFLY update capability of this system was

I. Completey unaccptable
b. Modrately uaccptble
C. igty unacpt e
d. Bordeline
C. Mghy accptabe
L. Moderatey a pal
g. Completely acceptable

(Plem explain what you liked or disliked about this capability below.)

Comments: _________________

30. The INS 'OVERFLY- update capability mission difficulty/aircrew workload.

a. Substantiay decresed
b. Moderately demised
c. Slighdy decresed
d. Did not increae or decremse
e. Slgy inmased
f. Moderately inwmad
g. Substanilly inremed

Comments:
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31. The INS "TACAN" updae capability of this system was

a. Completely unacceptable

b. Sao* dUmccqaph bl

C. Sgtely ptbl

d. Uordw ums
0. lughty acceptabl
f. Modam acceptable
I. CmPklany acceptb•le

(Pleam explain what you liked or disliked about this capability below.)

32. The INS *TACAN' update capability numiss= difficulty/aiscrew workload.

a. SubsteAialaly dca
b. Modmhatay am e

dL Did met'lP 1 m or4 decruem
e. Slighly Woncrmd
f. Moderatay lammed
S. Subshtamally Woruned

Comments:

33. Te INS RADAR upde capability of this system was-

a. Casupletedy unacceptabl
b. Moderately macceptable
c. Slihty unaccaptable
d. Borderline
a. Sigthtly acceptable
f. Moderately acceptabl
S. Completely acceptabl

(Plemn explain what you liked or disliked about this capability below.)

Comments:_______________________
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34. Mw INS -RADAR- upda capability undasn difficuty/aimrvrw wodclood.

a. Sosabmisdaly dAmaged11
h. Ibdwatly d mme
C. SNIWll b Fmuu
dL D cid -1 neu or dImpmp

Modwaidy imorma

S. Su~butowify inmaae

35. Was the holdinglorbit pattern ut-u capability besfcaa l for die 2-nu crew?

YN m

36. Was the holding/orbit patten ut-up capability beneficial fbr the 3-nun crew?

yesNo
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37. The bolding/orbit paettm me-up capability mission difficulty/aircrew workload.

a. Sublmuidy demnem
b. Moderal deyrenedC. Slisw• , In

D, Dli mt imrme r dere- e
t. Ulgdm~y heined
t. Mbderassly IecruIed
S. Smumultialy klmeed

Commuma (Quaeuions 3S-37):

38. Was the Rendezvous (Point Parallel) se-,up capability beneficial for the 2-.am crmw?

Yes No

39. Was the Rendezvous (Point Parallel) set-up capability beneficial for the 3-am crew?

Yes No

40. The ,u mua im of the Rendezvous (Point Parallel) capability
diffulty/aarrevworkload.

a. Substmially dmmed
b. Moderatd y det9aied
C. SIWily damomed
d. Did not inIrese or d"ofeme
r. SU ly himmed
E Moderately bemused

S. Wutantioly hnarsed

Comme (Quesmt 3__40):

41. Was the Intercept set-up capability beneficial for the 2-nin crew?

Yes No

42. Was the Intercept set-up capability beneficial for the 3-man crew?

Yes No
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43. MW ui..tto of the Inerce"t capability ____ mission difficulty/Aitrorw workoad.

a. s.ustaoiiaY , &IIMmI
b. Moderalelydarm
C. Migmiy dw,
&. Dl wt' rmi or 4mm
e. So** hawomd
f. Mindwaldy haI F e-dI
I. Suiiuahday hee

Coimflos (41-43):

44. Mw opurational utility of the Flight Mangagmet System (FMS) Apprach used in this simulator
______uimondifficidty/airoew workload?

a. SubtaontiydeftruFm I
b. M~odurat*l Is Fpeo
C. NO* IFy daa Im*
4. Didi Pet mcemo lordcreas
e. SWy imcrumi
f. Moderately - FP 'LIed1
g. SWubsiantay increasd

Commets:
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4L. Wond vhe t-up procedures of die Flight Management Systemn Approach aestnal and easy to

Yus No (If no, plumn expli below.)

46. Wone the avionics system Porwe Pagpa (~mder Index (IDX)) underutandble and emy to ons?

Yea No (If no, pleas explain below.)

47. Were th Stat Pag.s (wder Ind" (IDX)) unesadbeand anyto ue

To N. (If no, pleasesexplain below.)

4L. Were the hIdez (IDX) Pages understandal and may to urns? (includes mission loading pegs, TOLD

pages, Wt & ]Wl, Clock & Timem, lock & zeroims. START and POWER awe addressed elsewhere)

Yes No (If no, please explain below.)

Commnts:t _ __ _
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*. Wre the Commiaii (COM) Pages understandable and sy to use?

Yu No (If no, please explain below.)

Comments

S. Were die Navigation (NAY) Pagm understand e and msy to use?

Yes No (If no, plem explain below.)

Commet_:

51. Were the IFF Pagl undestandable and amy to use?

Yes No (If no, plemo explain below.)

Commen__:

52. Were the Integrated Navipgion Solution (INAV) Pages understandable and easy to use'?

Yes No (If no, plesse explain below.)

Comments:
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53. Were t6, Flighiplm ("PLN) Pages undderstanbl and eosy to use?

Yem No (If no, please explain below.)

Co:______

54. Was te Di& c To (DIR) Pag undestandbe d oesy to use?

Yes No (If no, pleas. explain below.)
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Weather Radar System

55. The location of the radar control pnels (betwem the pilot and copilot and une the nav's Display
contr pow) wer

a. Cemplktly Upa ble
L. Movamtely imwptdAle
c. Slghdy unmawphable
d. Dhrderim
e SUM* aceon*"l
f. Mederatay accehabl
g. Compltey accqmetae

Comments:

56. The implemntation of and inclusion of two separate radar control panels with a selection switch to
select th active control panel was

a. Completay wumcmptble
L. M•dakly imeptat
c. C•qhdy iummwpb
d. Dorderiine
e- Slighty acceptable
f. Modately acceptbl
g. COMPletdy accepabl

Comments:

57. Should the RADAR range control also control the range on the EHSI display or should the EHSI
display have a separate range control? If so, which EHSI display ranges should the radar control be tied to
(Plot, Copilot or Nav)?

Yes No

Comments:
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SL Ane Sh varmu Radar igs prvie -dqut for inuss

YES NO

Nf NO, w* uM would be preferred, and Why?

S9. Are there mny functions not included on the radar control panel that you feel would effectively reduce

mumomn difficulty/aircrew~ workload for a 2-numn crew?

Yes No

60. An ther my fumctiom not included on thes radar control panel that you feel would effectively reduce

imubiom difficulty/aircrwv workload for a 3-min crew?

Yea No

Coinefts for question 5 & 6:

61.11 Th mnieznation of color weather radar__ uzzo difficulty/aircrew workoad.

a. Substanlify decreased
b. Moderately decrasd
c. Sightly decrased
d. Did not hincrea or dces
e. Sigty bmveasd
f. Moderatey increasd
g. Substandafly increaed
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62. Should a separate, dedicated display be installed for the radar return presentation for a 2-man crw?

Yes NO

Coui__ _ _ :

63. Should a separate, dedicated display be installed for the radar return

prsntation for a 3-rmn crew?

Yes No

Commets:

64. Do you feel the need for a weather radar u necessary for mission accomplishment with a 2-maC Cw?

Yes No

65. Do you feel the need for a weather radar as necessary for mission accomplishment with a 3-man crew?

Yes No

66. Would a monochrome radar presentation be adequate?

Yes No

Commients questions 7 -9:

67. Do you feel the need still exists for the APN-69 with a 2-man crew.

Yes No Why?

68. Do you feel the need still exists for the APN-69 with a 3-man crw?

Yes No Why?

Comments:
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0. Do you prefer the Mission Management System (MMS) procedure or the current APN-69 code

selectors for setting the beacon code?

a. MMS b. APN49

Co mmment__ ___

70. Do you feed the Air-to-Air TACAN capability alone would be sufficient to perform an air refueling

rendezvous with a 2-man crew?

Yes No Why?

71. Do you feel the Air-to-Air TACAN capability alone would be sufficient to perform an air refueling
rendezvous with a 3-man crew?

Yes No Why?

Comments:

72. Do you feel the Beacon capability is necessary for mission accomplishment with a 2-man crew?

Yes No Why?

73. Do you feel the Beacon capability is necessary for mission accomplishment with a 3-man crew?.

Yes No Why?

Comments:

74. Do you feel the radar Skinpaint capability is necessary for mission accomplishment with a 2-man
crew?

Yes No Why?
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75. Do you feel the radar Skinpaint capability is necessary for mission accomplishment with a 3-man

Crew?

Yes No Why?

Comments:

76. Do you feel the ground map radar is necessary for mission accomplishnt with a 2-man crew?

Yes No Why?

77. Do you feel the ground mop radar is necessary for mission accomplishment with a 3-nan crew?

Yes No Why?

Commmms_:
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Electronic Attitude Director Indicator (EADI)

78. The pitch scale is configured to display approximately 250 of pitch at any given time as opposed to
approxinately 550 in the FD-109 currently used in the KC-135. The scaling of the EADI was

a. Completey unaccpablek
b. Moderatey umcceptb
C. SW* uacable
d. Bderdmli
e. Shtwly accetab*
f. Maduratey acceptabl
S. Cmnpley acceptable

Comments:

79. The beak scaling tic nmks at the 450, 600 and 1350 positions wee

a. Complety macespAe
b. Modrty wnac ta
c. Sigty tunacc~epae
d. Bordrline
e. Sl y acepta
f. Moderatey acceptable
g. COMPletfly aceptb

Comments:
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U. Pitch scale numbering on only one end of the scale lines was ______(Pless explain below.)

a. Compleey auscceptable
b- Moderatey unacceptabl
c. Ugh* uMmeceptabl

&. Uhdy acceptabl
f. Modelratey acceptable
g. Completely acceptabl

Comments:__________________________ ____

81. The dashed line positioned at the -30 position on the pitch scale to aid
in glideulope/pmth control on precision approaches was____

a. HelpIWd hinin Al segimnui of the approaoch
b. Helpfoid omly an MWa approach
c. UxedW only em precisio approaches
d. Not unsid

Comments:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

82. Mwe radar altimeter information display located in the bottom right hand
coine of the EADI was _____

a. Completely muncceptable
b. Modmrtely unacceptaible
c. fthtly unucceptable
dL Dordefnlie
e. Nlghtly acceptabl
f. Modertey acceptabl
g. Comopletely acceptabl
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83. The Decision Heisht inkrumtion display located beiow the radar altimeter informantio in the botom
right hand corner of the EADI was

a. Completely unacceptable
b. Moderately mmacceptable
C. UgW*l imomptable
d. Borderlme
a. Ulghtly acceptabl
f. Maderately acceptabl
S. Ce•mpletely awab

K. The aiMrspeed informati display located in the upper left hand
corner of tde EADI was

a. Completely maccptagbe
b. Modmtely umccqtbe
C. Si y unsacceptable
d. Dorderline
o. SWghy acceptable
f. Moderly accepta
S. Cospletely acc e

85. The altimat information display located in the upper right hand
corner of the EADI was

a. C•mpletely umceptAe
b. Modwaraely mucceptabe
C. Slightly iUnweptabl
d. Dorderline
e. Slightly accepta
f. Mod ta acceptabl
S. Completely acceptable

86. The VVI information display located in the upper ight hand
corner of the EADI was

a. Cmpletey ummeceptable
b. Modwady mtccpAe
C. Sigty maccpal
d. Brdeline
. Sltl &ccepab

f. Medetely acceptable
g. Completely acceptable

87. The AOA information display located in the upper left hand corner of the EADI was

a. Comipletely Umacceptabl
b. Moderately mncc e
c. Slightly uacceptable
d. Borderlime
a. lightly acceptable
f. Moderately acceptable
g. Completely acceptable
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St Having the infbrntio diacuuse in questons 83-87 above dimplayed on the EADI mission
d Ifilty/aincrw wiodkoed.

a. Suahstamd.y 1,rume

b. Medwatidy 1mrnu
C. Slim* beepmIn

d. Did~ Pg 1m lorlop imp

e. i~ghdy inuremd
f. Moduratey WaoWe

S. Suhstaulay kwnrind

Comments:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

St. Identfy my specfic choge you might have conernng the EADI:

Comments: ______________________
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Electronic Horizontal Situation Indicator (EHS1)

"N. 71m location of the EHSI display control -me (overhead for pilot & copilot, left of EHSI display for
maviplor) was_______ for iaflih use?

a. Copsinplsy immmpa~bls
b. Mdm dy uwamwpabl
C. ESW*l inwptab
d. Iwdurim
e. Uklof aesptak
f.Mbdwaiyasi

S. Cempblskl aecqiabl

91. Thm readability of the pilot A copilot EHSI display control psee noomo~clature was____

a. CuinMetd ummcepidabe
b. Moiurassly uswgepiAbl
C. Egh* wuaccptab
d. Beriurdwi
a. Ughdy aceptable

M.aNdwatdy acemptal
g. Complety acceptalge
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9L. The medimbility of th, nevigator EHSI display contiol pmss nommmiclatur was____

a. Cemolid inmqpable

b. EMydai wnampWAle
C. 3m wonv

*. WhiOaWpibl

z. Ce.mpkidy aoceepabl

93. Thw ability to oery Waypoints an the EHSI mep display mi__ nimn difficulty/aircre

a. Subtiameti ydme
b. Mgdaduldy dme

dL Dlwid em e or imp 1ns,
a. Eghel hinrmed
f. Mbdaderiy I FmI
g. Sobsimihly hininud

9&4M T xhe bty to overlay Navaid (TACANsNVORx) onath. EHSI mop display _____mission

difficulty/aircww woikloed?

* ~~a. Subulanm~y dme
b. Modwnidy dImd
e. Slghdy dormmed

4.Didwmt hiieor d'mmeow
a. Shd imermed

if. Moedwatldy lacee
g. S*mdiieaay jme

Commment__ ___
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95. Tbw abili to overlay airports on the EHSI amp display _ ___mission difficulty/aircrew

a. Subiaplolydaf me
b. Madwiydarmmed
C. Ughdy* damme
d. Did wet Iam or P I I
4L USNklyi ammed
f. Modabdmay ficrsama
I. Sulsmd~ely housed

9. Min abiliy to ovea* Radar reatfs (weather, ground mop, alkinveint, and beacon) on tha EMS! mp
disply winuon difficulty/aircrew workload?

a. Soeba.lms y dI, m-med
b. Mamdui* deNMIu'
e. Sughl d'mFuId
d. Did=J ma mmmpanr 'OF imp
e. SKSWd lammewd
C. Moderately hamsed
S. S~uinly amdeiatd -
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97. The ability to overlay Ranp Lines on the EHSI mop display missio difficulty/aiicrew
workload?

a. Suhua1fydinWINmd
b. Moderatuly Iwum
C. SbaMdy deiused
d. Did nthmme dUrimp
0. SuaIy iumm d
f. Modwao*ly hecru
8. S,,buely bawrmed

96. Do you fed the capability to display either a full compss rowo or an arc segment (80°) individually oa

ab BHSI is nocuay?

YuNo

Comm__s_

5. Do you fed the capability to display either an HSI format or a MAP format individually on the EHSI

is necessary?

Yes No

Commts_:
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10. Do you feel the capability to display the currently tuned radio aids on the EHSI MAP format display,

mgardlms of the position of the NAVA1Ds overlay button, as beeficial?

yes NO

CoAms __s_:

101. Do you feel that the NAVAIDs which ame used to identify Waypoints in the Flight Plan should

apper with the WaypointS oveaay?

Yes No

Com__ents:

101. The imUleuuaicn of the Primary and Secondary Course Arrows and Transfer Function
missn difficulty/airremw workoad.

a. Susauiily demmd
b Modwaidy demmd
C. g•Wy 'IF rmi
d. Did ta P iramori dimp
0. SWiliy hP1amau
f. Modmutnly inceamsed3. Sisiamtafly inrae

Comatents:_______________________

1N. Do you feel that having 1 Course Arrow is sufficient with a 2-man crew?

Yes No

3-mr crew? Yes No

Comments:
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104. Do you fel that the Course Arrows should be declutterble on the HSI Forma?

Yes No

on the MAP For.t

Yes No

comments:

145. Do you fed that having 1 Beoing Pointers is sufficient?

2-mn crew? Yes No

3-mm crew?. Yes No

Commes_:

10•. Do you fee that the Beowing Pointers should be decluiterabe on the HSI Format?

Ye No

on the MAP Forunt?

Ye No

Commts_:

197. Were the ranges available for the EHSI display sufficient?

Yes No Why?

Commmen_:
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1i. Was th NAV nATA displayed in the lower right corner helpful? Which information was not? Any

informtiom that shoul be added?

Yns No Why?

109. The level of workload required to monitor fuel flow and fuel quantity information
was

a. Extremely difficult
b. Moderately difficult
c. Slightly difficult
d. Borderline
e. Slightly easy
f. Moderately easy
g. Extremely easy

Comments:
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Remote Display Unit (RDU)

110. Would an RDU which displays command airspeed and altitude as a digital readout
be useful?

YES NO

Comments:
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Remote Radio Unit (RRLJ)

111. The operational utility of the RRU was_ __

a. Completey incmcpable
b. Medertey mmcesptAbe
C. Slihty tMMccptab
d. Bokrderine
e. Slihty accpable
f. Moderatey accptable
g. Completey aceptable

Comments:

112. The location of the RRU was_ ___

a. Completey iMacptAbl
b. Moderatey 6mmccepiabl
c. Slghtly mcceptable
d. Brderline
e- Slihy saccptAbe
f. Moderately aceptabl
g. Completey acceptabl

Comments:
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113. The information displayed on the RRU was

a. Completey unacceptabl
b. Moderatey unacceptbl
c. SWibY MMOaccepal
d. BDdeim
e. Sghy acemptbl
f. Mod•at•y accpabl
X. Completey acceptab

Comments:

114. The implementation of the Remote Readout Units for changing and referencing
Communication frequencies, Navigation frequencies; and for the navigator the TACAN
channel and IFF Mode 3A code mission difficulty/aircrew workload.

a. SudwatiNfly demmsed
b. Mod•atdy demied
c. Sighdy decreasd
d. Did wt inume or de•amn
e. SHlhdy Wn d
f. Modaty incursed
S. Subdanflaly inmsed

Comments:
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